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ARCHIVES : EARLY COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Il. Lillian Schwartz and Ken Knowlton : Pixillation (1970) / UFOs (1971)

ARTICLES, BOOKS

— Knowlton, Ken. 1976. Contribution to : Artist and Computer, 65 f..

Topics : ‘What is art?’, ‘The role of tools’, ‘The nature of the gift’... In that last section, answers the question

“What sort of enterprise or endeavor is it, then, for the person who programs and produces ”computer
art”? (...) he/she conceives a process (...) With the computer as the tool, it is usually the intrigue
of new combinations, sequences, probabilities, relationships, geometries (...)”

— Schwartz, Lillian. 1976. Contribution to : Artist and Computer, 107 f..

“I, Lillian Schwartz ... am a native of Cincinnati, Ohio ... I studied free-hand drawing at the
University in 1948-1949, ... and finally came to the New York area in the ’50s ... I met and began
to work with Ken Knowlton, a computer scientist, in 1969, following the ’MACHINE’ exhibition at
the Museum of Modern Art (...)”

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS AS PRIMARY SOURCES

e.g.,

— SIGGRAPH 81. Dallas, Texas. circa 325 pages.

— SIGGRAPH 82. Boston, Massachusets. circa 350 pages.

— SIGGRAPH 85. San Francisco, California. circa 340 pages.

”These proceedings contain full papers corresponding to oral presentations given in the technical program

of the conference and are being published as a special issue of Computer Graphics.”
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PRIMARY SOURCE : ELITE PHILOSOPHY

— Graham, Paul. 2006. ”The power of the marginal”.

A true highlight is reached when this venture capitalist, obviously cuckoo and so very far removed from the av-
erage lives of people, starts going ”By conventional standards, Jobs and Wozniak were marginal people too.” (”great
new things often come from the margins”).

— Graham, Paul. 2020. ”The four quadrants of conformism”.
Financier/investor with delusions so advanced he imagines himself a free-tinking outsider misunderstood. But

not content with merely that he must create an entire philosophy around it. This is CS Lewis for Wall Street malaise.

Elite philosophy in the tech sector – from Paul Graham to Peter Thiel through Elon Musk – is a highly abstract
expression of having to cope with existence as multi-millionaires with a durable fixation on aussenseitertum... A
nasty problem indeed.

A war happening in Eastern Europe, and meanwhile venture capitalists among which Paul Graham worried in
2022 about helping ”China’s young elite”, ”flee”...

When ”forced” - his term - onto a left and right spectrum (remember : he is not like other people, hence dislikes
categorization), Paul Graham describes himself ”80% left”, by which he means donating millions to the Democrats.

Eighty per cent of a one hundred per cent capitalist party is the kind of strange equations and mathematics
that alone bullied tech. billionaires can know the answers to, and have the time to solve.
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MONOGRAPHS, ARTICLES

— Lapsley, Phil. 2013. Exploding the Phone. Grove.

Monograph on phreaks.

— Hafner, Katie. 1995. “Kevin Mitnick, Unplugged”. Esquire, Aug..

Kevin Mitnick, Susan Thunder, Roscoe...

“by the early eighties, the good times had soured. In 1982, Susan testified in a case that ended in a

conviction for Roscoe and probation for Kevin, both of whom were accused of stealing computer manuals

from a Pacific Bell building. Roscoe later managed to get the conviction set aside and went on to work at

a straight job as a computer manager. Susan drifted to Las Vegas, tried professional poker, and dabbled

in the escort business. But Kevin drifted further into the dark side of the computer world.”

— The Hacker’s Handbook (1985, attributed Cornwall)

Contains many fascinating information whose sources are not always clear.

“In this respect, the hacker is the direct descendant of the phone phreaks of fifteen years ago. Phone

phreaking became interesting as intra-nation and international subscriber trunk dialing was introduced,

but when the London-based phreak finally chained his way through to Hawaii, he usually had no one there

to speak to except the local weather service or American Express office, to confirm that the desired target

had indeed been hit. One of the earliest of the present generation of hackers, Susan Headley, only 17

when she began her exploits in California in 1977, chose as her target the local phone company and, with

the information extracted from her hacks, ran all over the telephone network. She ’retired’ four years

later, when friends started developing schemes to shut down part of the phone system. There is also a

strong affinity with program copy-protection crunchers. Most commercial software for micros is sold in

a form to prevent obvious casual copying, say by loading a cassette, cartridge or disk into memory and

then executing a ’save’”

ADAPTATION - BOOK AND FILM

— Gibson. 1981. Johnny Mnemonic. OMNI, May. circa 8 pages.

Another seminal short story collected, later, in Burning Chrome.

“I followed Dog and Molly through Lo Tek heaven ... built from scraps that even Nighttown didn’t want.”
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— Johny Mnemonic (1995)
Opening text :

"Second decade of the 21st century. Corporations rule.

The world is threatened by a new plague : NAS Nerve Attenuation Syndrom,

fatal, epidemic, its cause and cure unknown.

The corporations are opposed by the LoTeks,

a resistance movement risen from the streets:

Hackers, data-pirates, guerilla-fighters

in the info-wars.

The corporations defend themselves.

Thet hire the Yakuza, the most powerful of all crime syndicates. ...

The most valuable information must sometimes be entrusted to mnemonic courriers, elite agents (...)"

A Gibson adaptation featuring Keanu Reeves in an early starring role. Takeshi Kitano plays opposite sides.

In typical cyberpunk fashion, a gig is accepted which turns out badly or to have complications (”a blown
deal”). The protagonist extends their capacity to carry up to 160 GB (warning ”do not exceed”), while on the
side of the corporation the problem being ”The courier escaped with the data”. The protagonist leaves Beijing,
where the assignment took place, for the ”free city of Newark”, where an airport computer/scan reveals they
have 24 hours left due to the procedure. The client is a company called PharmaKom. While fighting them, the
protagonist discovers they have common interets with J-Bone, who runs Heaven - the Lotek headquarters.

Il. [1] detail placard STOP NAS NOW [3-4] Newark [5] detail anarchist tattoo
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One preoccupying theme is that, in order to make space for data, memories must be discarded or put aside
including important ones - with later full or only partial recovery. As part of their struggle, they meet Jane,
(really Molly), who has useful skills like lockpicking. The LoTek hacker group intervene and, in hacker tradition,
liberate the information.
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